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Abstract—This project is the result of multiple investigations
related to technologies that allow manipulation of the ele-
ments present on stage. These investigations provided a broader
overview regarding the possible use of technologies and allowed
selecting the tools that provide greater benefit and adaptability
to future changes in the project. This implied that a new system
was developed, which allows detecting the faces present in a video
from a file or a video in real time and later segmenting and saving
each face detected in an individual video, for this two algorithms
are used, one of them implementing an artificial intelligence
approach and the other a traditional image processing approach
in order to compare them at the end of development and thus
determine which of the two is more optimal in terms of use
of computational resources for the execution of the system in
question. Each one is analyzed taking into account the least
amount of resources used, to later extract the vital signs per
person using Eulerian Magnification. With this project, vital
signs monitoring systems will benefit, since large and complex
instruments that must be connected to the body of patients that
may bother them or limit their care will no longer be required,
since now the entire monitoring process of the vital signs will
be performed only by analyzing the images of a video using
the Euler Magnification algorithm, in this way a non-invasive
monitoring is guaranteed that avoids having to connect devices
to the patient’s body.

Index Terms—Traditional image processing, artificial intelli-
gence, vital signs, Eulerian motion magnification, face detection,
segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the devices used in health centers for monitoring
the vital signs of patients consist of large and complex
machines that generally must be connected to the patient by
means of instruments such as cables, tubes, injections, patches
and others, which sometimes, can be uncomfortable and hinder
the tasks that health personnel must carry out for patient care
[1]. If the patient is in a very delicate situation, the situation
can be much more complicated because the manipulation of
the patient with so many devices connected to his body [1] and
this together with his already delicate state of health greatly
increases the complexity of his care.
In summary, when it comes to looking after the life of people
in critical conditions, most of the time instruments are used
that are not comfortable for the patient, which greatly hinders
their care and can even cause minor injuries or in certain cases
[1], considerable damage which leads to an important problem
to deal with. Therefore, the objective of the product being
developed is to simplify the conditions of current vital signs
monitoring equipment and greatly facilitate the medical care of
patients, since the multiple devices that are placed on the body
of the patients will be dispensed with and in their place, it will
give way to a monitoring by means of video which does not
invade the space of the person. Using video formats is a great
advance in this field, since there is certain information that
may be imperceptible to the human eye, but for elements such
as a video camera, these are more accessible. This advance,
together with the increase in the production of smartphones,
may imply a new path that allows the development of new
applications for the processing of video formats in the area

of medicine [2]. Returning to the subject of monitoring vital
signs, it can be mentioned that it is a field of medicine that
has been widely addressed by various entities such as in [3]
[4]. Following the idea of non-invasive systems, our project
has the objective to take a video in real time and detect each
face present in said video to later segment each of these faces
that were detected in individual videos with the aim that in
future implementations, it is possible to take each one of these
videos to analyze them according to the data that you want to
obtain.
The face detection process and the subsequent segmentation
of the same in individual videos was carried out using two
implementations, one of them using the traditional digital
image processing approach and the other using a machine
learning approach, in the end this project makes a comparison
between the two implementations to determine which was
more efficient in terms of use of computational resources.
The proposed system can become a great ally to the Eulerian
Magnification algorithm, which can have the ability to be used
to extract the vital signs of a person, as explained in [2], in
addition to providing a step to the scaling of these systems.
Next, a series of antecedents are presented, which will allow
establishing the bases as well as a context to better understand
the purpose of the project. Following is the description section
of the developed solution, in which the implementations that
were developed are explained in greater detail. This section
includes a series of diagrams that expose the workflow that
was chosen, in addition to mentioning the tools and modules
necessary for its development. Subsequently, the results ob-
tained from both developed methods are presented, as well as
a comparison between them. After this section we can find
the part of conclusions and future work, which focuses on
formally presenting the analysis of the results and giving the
reader a preview of the impact that this research may have
on future work. Finally, there is the references section, which
contains all the documents that were taken as reference for the
preparation of this project.

II. BACKGROUND

The vital signs monitoring study has been the inspiration
for a large amount of research worldwide, which aims to
improve the stay of patients in medical centers. The Salesian
Polytechnic University was not far behind and began with the
design and development of a prototype for non-invasive vital
signs monitoring [5], which implements data communication
to mobile devices. Its main objective is to minimize discomfort
and avoid putting patients at risk when they are required
to capture vital signs. Regarding the system [5], it can be
mentioned that it captures a series of status readings from
different sensors present on a programmable card ChipKIT.
Going into detail, we can mention the implementation of
serial, I2C and SPI communication protocols, both to present
and transmit the data through the Bluetooth communication
protocol. Subsequently, a signal processing is applied, and the
resulting values are sent to the mobile device, so that the user
can observe the condition in which it is in a more friendly
way.
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Philips is one of the companies that has started to develop
the idea of non-invasively monitoring vital signs through video
recording. To date, the system [6] uses non-contact video tech-
nology to detect vital signs, which has already been endorsed
by a scientific study in which 41 people participated. Levels of
oxygen saturation in the blood, heart rate and respiratory rate
are the signs that the system is able to pick up. To go into
detail, it can be mentioned that the technology is based on
the detection of slight changes in the color of the skin of the
patient’s forehead, which cannot be perceived by the human
eye. Once these changes are detected, an algorithm is used,
which has the purpose of using the information pertinent to
the color transitions of the person’s forehead, to measure the
oxygenation level of the arterial blood. Philips focuses this
new technology on those premature or newborn babies, since
currently the methods used in the aforementioned cases are
carried out by means of a series of sensors that adhere to the
body, which can cause damage to the skin of babies.

The world demand for smartphones this year has increased
by approximately 7% [7] compared to previous years. This
factor was taken into consideration by the research group
TELETECNO of the Francisco José de Caldas District Uni-
versity. The institution has carried out research and proposals
focused on the implementation of control electronics and
telecommunications technologies in order to monitor people’s
vital signs. The main focus of the institution is to provide
new tools to those people who suffer from chronic diseases
and who require constant supervision of the state of health.
Faced with such a situation, the research group seeks to
take advantage of the benefits offered by new technologies
to develop an electronic health system platform that can
complement the health services offered by medical centers.
Regarding the project, it can be mentioned that the group
proposes a system for monitoring and recording the bodily
signs of people [8], in this way, in the case of the values
that are recorded are above the thresholds of normal levels, a
notification is sent to the person to seek medical attention. The
operation of the system is based on the revolution pertaining
to Tics as well as the convergence of devices that present
the possibility of communications through WAN and LAN
networks, in this way it is intended develop a safe non-invasive
environment for the person.
One of the main antecedents and one of the studies that
functioned as the basis on which this project was raised is
the Eulerian movement magnification algorithm [9], which
was developed by researchers at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology in 2012. This algorithm makes it possible
to amplify the movement present in the videos and that is
imperceptible or very little perceptible to the human eye,
for this the spatial decomposition is applied, followed by a
temporal filtering to the frames of the video. With the use of
this algorithm it is possible to detect, for example, the flow of
blood through the face or the slight movement that is generated
in the chest caused by breathing.
Additionally, it is important to mention the work exposed in [2]
in which a more detailed analysis of the Euler Magnification
algorithm is made, treating the subject from a point of view
more of optimization of the procedure in terms of consumption
of resources, it should be noted that what is shown in the
aforementioned document constitutes the next step for the
project that is presented in this work; another source of great
value for this topic of vital signs monitoring is the work
presented in [10] in which a radar is used to detect frequency
waves caused by disturbances generated by respiration.
As for more daily use applications, the case of the mobile
application called Binah.ai can be mentioned [11], this allows
to determine aspects such as heart rate, respiratory rate, oxygen
saturation in the blood, stress level among others; just by
analyzing people’s faces through the cell phone camera.

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVELOPED SOLUTION

Currently, the vast majority of vital signs monitoring devices
for patients are individual in nature, that is, a single device is
designed to watch over a single patient in addition to the large
number of instruments that must be placed on it. Therefore, it

is proposed to implement a non-invasive vital signs monitoring
system through video, which can simultaneously analyze each
person that appears in said video and determine for each
of them their heart and respiratory rates, to achieve the
previously described, people segmentation techniques must be
used to detect them in the recording. For the development
of this project, the main objective is to achieve segmentation
using two techniques, one of traditional image processing
and the other using artificial intelligence and finally make a
performance comparison between them and determine which
of the two is more optimal to carry out this work taking as a
point of reference the consumption of computational resources.

Before going into detail for both the image processing part
and the artificial intelligence part, it is necessary to keep
in mind the general context of the system. Basically, the
algorithm will receive a video transmission in MP4 format or
a video transmission in real time from a camera, for example,
to which the detection and segmentation methods of people
developed with the previously mentioned techniques. Later,
the system will return individual videos corresponding to the
segmentation of the individuals. To clarify the aforementioned,
in Fig. 1 the general operation of the system is appreciated.

Fig. 1. Second Level Diagram of the implemented system

Each of the implemented algorithms based on the selected
approaches is explained in more detail below:

A. Traditional Image Processing

When talking about traditional image processing, reference
is made to all those techniques and procedures that allow
images to be manipulated to transform them or obtain
data from them, but which, as detailed in [12], have
certain limitations in their sensitivity. analysis of external
disturbances that may modify the images, precisely for this
reason artificial intelligence methods have been developed
that allow optimizing the processes on the images and better
address these limitations.
The traditional image processing algorithm that was
implemented for this project was developed in the
programming language Python with the help of the computer
vision library OpenCV and the psutil library for data capture
consumption of resources such as CPU, RAM and others; this
algorithm has the stages described in Fig. 1. The tools and
techniques used in each of these stages are described below:

1) Video capture from the respective source: In this phase,
the video to be processed is captured, either by means of a
video in MP4 format or a video from a real-time transmission
such as using a camera, in the case of this project, the
computer’s own camera which has 0.92MP (MegaPixels)
and a maximum resolution of 1280x720. To capture this
video, the VideoCapture method of the OpenCV library
is used, with this method you can obtain the video either
from a file or from a source, in this case, the computer camera.

2) Face detection: This stage is in charge of analyzing the
video to check if there are faces present. For this work a
function called CascadeClassifier from the OpenCV library
was used which uses a XML file that contains a pre-trained
model with less than 15 training iterations and which is
already provided in the OpenCV documentation, this file was
pre-trained with Haar’s cascades method. The Haar waterfall
method was proposed by Paul Viola and Michael Jones in
2001, it is based on a series of “Haar characteristics” as it
is appreciated in Fig.3, that consist of a series of rectangles
with black and white areas that pass through the entire image
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or in this case, for all the frames, these allow identifying
characteristics that help to identify that what is being analyzed
is a face or not by detecting areas darker than others, such
as the eye area with regarding the cheeks, the area of the
sides of the nose with respect to the area of the nasal septum,
among others; to improve the detection process, a series of
cascade classifiers are used, each one is in charge of discarding
characteristics that do not correspond with a face, as each
image passes through one of these classifiers it is ensured
that it represents a face, to speed up the entire process
mentioned above, a technique called AdaBoost is used. The
events described are part of the work referred to in [13] and the
algorithm implemented in the “traditional image processing”
part of this project for face detection is based on [14].

3) Segmentation of each face detected: In order to segment
each of the faces that were detected, the CentroidTracker class
is used, which was implemented in [15], this allows tracking
of each of the faces detected by the screen and thus identify
in every moment that a face is the same as the previous frame,
in case the face moves from one position to another relatively
close from one moment to another or disappears for a time
no longer than 2 seconds and then returns to appear in the
video, the Centroid Tracker will be able to identify this face
as itself and not as another face. To view the detected faces,
this CentroidTracker class stores the coordinates of each face
and from these draws a red box that frames it and at the same
time indicates a unique identifier for each of them.

4) Saving each segmented face into an individual video:
With the help of the CentroidTracker it is possible to identify
each face as the same from one frame to another and thus be
able to save each capture in the corresponding video file. In
the Fig.2 there is a diagram showing the working flow of the
complete algorithm that was developed under the traditional
image processing approach:

Fig. 2. System process flow implemented with traditional
image processing

Fig. 3. Haar Characteristics

B. Artificial intelligence

Before beginning to detail the developed algorithm in depth,
it is necessary to know a series of concepts to provide a context
of the situation. The first term to take into consideration is
artificial intelligence, which refers to those systems that mimic
human intelligence to carry out tasks, in addition to having
the characteristic that they can improve their performance
interactively based on the information that collect. At present,
artificial intelligence or better known as AI for its acronym,
has become one of the most widely implemented technologies
in applications that require the completion of complex tasks
that previously required human input. This technology has a
number of subareas, but the most popular on the market today
is known as machine learning. It is worth mentioning that the
implementation of any of the branches is determined based on
the purpose of the system to be developed. For example, when
machine learning is integrated, the system [16] is expected
to have the ability to improve its performance relative to the
data it consumes. There are a series of steps [17] that it is
recommended to follow when implementing machine learning,
which are:

1) Understand the problem
2) Define evaluation criteria
3) Evaluation of the solution
4) Organize the data
5) Build the model
6) Metric Integration
Today there are a wide variety of open source libraries

focused on implementing machine learning through tasks. One
of them is known as Tensor Flow, which presents a focus on
training a shared global model, which preserves the training
data locally in the [18] system. One of the advantages offered
by the library is that it has a series of pre-trained models
in various fields, which allows the user to avoid the step
corresponding to model training. Once the bases are already
established in regards to artificial intelligence, we can continue
to talk in greater detail about the implemented algorithm.

Regarding the developed system, it can be mentioned that
it was made using the Python programming language, as well
as a series of libraries that were installed through a package
management system. The name and operation of the libraries
used are detailed below:

• OpenCV: manipulation of multimedia files.
• Face Recognition: stores the pre-trained model in identi-

fying people’s faces.
• psutil: provides a series of metrics regarding the compu-

tational resources used.
The system work process begins with the capture of video

in real time from the computer camera through the OpenCV
library. Next, a frame is selected, to which a size reduction
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is applied, in order to increase the processing speed. Sub-
sequently, the model found in the Face Recognition library
is instantiated, which, as previously mentioned, already has
training for face recognition. In short, the model parses the
frame in search of possible faces, once it finds them it checks
if there is already a similarity in the list of encodings. If
there is a similarity, the index corresponding to the face is
stored in a variable, together with its location, if there is not,
a coding of the face is stored with a respective index, which
is unique for each individual and also saves the coordinates
referring to the face. Subsequently, an escalation of both the
frame and the locations of the faces is carried out, in order
to integrate a frame that delimits the face of the individuals
and also presents the index of each of them from a visual
way. The aforementioned, is kept in constant execution until
the moment the user decides to finish executing the system.
Once it is finished, a folder is created, which stores a series
of videos, categorized by the indexes corresponding to each
of the segmented faces.
In order to better clarify this process, in Fig.4 shows the system
state diagram.

Fig. 4. System state diagram implemented with artificial
intelligence

IV. RESULTS OBTAINED

A. Results obtained by the algorithm that integrates artificial
intelligence

Regarding the algorithm that integrates the artificial intel-
ligence technology, it can be mentioned that its functionality
complies with the provisions of the requirements document.
In Fig. 5 it can see the detection of a face present on the
scene, to which the system assigned the identifier number
zero. Regarding the segmentation part, in Fig. 6 the result
of this process can be seen, that is, an individual video of the
previously detected person.

Fig. 5. Face detected using the algorithm developed with
artificial intelligence

Fig. 6. Detected face segmentation using the algorithm
developed with artificial intelligence

In order to know in detail the performance of the algorithm,
the psutil library was integrated, which provides us with a
series of values referring to the computational resources used
by the system. The values presented below correspond to an
average of 10 tests that were performed on the algorithm using
the aforementioned library:

• CPU: 50.45
• RAM: 61.55
• Virtual Memory: 61.55
• Swap Memory: 82.38

As it is observed in the exposed values, the largest
computational resource consumed is swap memory, on the
contrary, the magnitude of the CPU is the resource with the
least use.

B. Results obtained by the algorithm implemented with a
traditional image processing approach

This algorithm satisfactorily meets the objectives estab-
lished for this project, which basically consisted of being able
to detect faces in a video and be able to segment each of them
and store them in individual videos, these results are shown
below:
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Fig. 7. Face detected using the algorithm developed with
traditional image processing

Fig. 8. Detected face segmentation using the algorithm
developed with traditional image processing

In Fig. 7 the detection of the face in the video made by the
algorithm is shown and in Fig.8 the video generated and saved
by the same algorithm for that face can be seen detected.

In order to know in detail the performance of the algorithm,
the psutil library was integrated, which provides us with a
series of values referring to the computational resources used
by the system. The values presented below correspond to an
average of 10 tests that were performed on the algorithm using
the aforementioned library:

• CPU: 68.30
• RAM: 71.35
• Virtual Memory: 71.40
• Swap Memory: 82.48
As it is observed in the exposed values, the largest compu-

tational resource consumed is swap memory, on the contrary,
the magnitude of the CPU is the resource with the least use.

The results shown above were obtained by executing both
algorithms, both traditional image processing and artificial
intelligence on a computer with Windows 10 Pro 64-bit, an
Intel Core i5-7300 processor at 2.60GHz with 2 physical and
2 logical cores and an 8GB RAM memory, in addition, to
obtain more objective results at the time of testing, the only
user program running was the algorithm that you wanted to
test running in Visual Studio Code.

C. Comparison

In Fig.9 the consumption of computational resources of both
algorithms can be better appreciated.

Fig. 9. Comparison between algorithms based on the
consumption of computational resources

As it is observed in Fig.9, the algorithms show visible
differences in terms of resource consumption. Regarding the
CPU, a difference of 17.85% can be mentioned, where the
image processing algorithm presents the highest value. In
the rest of the data, such as RAM and virtual memory, the
differences between the results are minimal, but there is a
slight advantage on the part of the algorithm with the artificial
intelligence approach. The aspect in which they present similar
values is swap memory. Both oscillate between 82%, the
artificial intelligence algorithm being slightly lower.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, two algorithms were implemented which
satisfactorily fulfilled both the real-time video face detection
tasks as well as the segmentation of each person detected in
individual videos. Regarding metric terms, it can be men-
tioned that the algorithm implemented under the machine
learning approach was more efficient in terms of the use of
computational resources than the one implemented under the
traditional image processing approach, in each of the four
categories that were selected for this analysis, the process
that uses an automatic learning approach resulted in favorable
data with respect to traditional image processing where the
CPU use is the main difference between machine learning
approach and traditional image processing approach with an
advantage of 17.85% over the traditional image processing,
which established it as a very good option to be implemented
in facial detection tasks in systems with limited resources, in
the case of this work, the machine learning approach was more
efficient since we use a highly pretrained and optimized model
developed by the creators of the Labeled Faces in the Wild
Home project [19] at the University of Massachusetts and its
main feature is to reduce the computational resource consump-
tion when carrying out facial detection tasks. In addition, given
the extensive use that machine learning currently has, it has
a large number of information sources and tools available.
Regarding future work, thanks to this implementation, the
Eulerian Video Magnification can be coupled with the work
presented in [2]. Also it can be mentioned that integrating
TinyML technology into the project will be analyzed in order
to provide a certain level of adaptability in the event that it
is required to integrate with embedded circuits. Likewise, the
idea of further optimizing the code is proposed, to increase
performance and significantly reduce latency.
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